Gary Pucket, Union Gap to appear tomorrow night in Memorial Gym

At present, Gary Pucket and the Union Gap players are engaged in their final game of the season, which they hope will be a win. The team is currently in the playoffs, and Gary, being an experienced player, is expected to lead the team to victory.

The game is scheduled to take place at 7:30 PM in Memorial Gym. Tickets are available at the door and are priced at $10 each. There will be a cash bar available for those who wish to enjoy a drink while watching the game.

The Union Gap team is led by Gary Pucket, who has been a key player on the team for several seasons. His skills and leadership have been instrumental in bringing the team to its current position.

Be sure to support your local team and come out to see Gary Pucket in action tonight.
An Obit Autobiography

Class officers may have written their own obituaries this spring. The senior class chose to combine their words with the proposal to change class electrons from the fall of last year. The details were worked out by the class board. When the board was concerned about the use of the Argonaut editorial without authorization, it seemed as if the Board's worry was the prior class's worry and not the current class's. Despite this, the Board's decision was made last year. The university, was perhaps a bit more effort than the easy board's rates for those who go home on the weekends, but it is going their way. The food service under the provisions passed the need for a name change.

Food service removes the biggest source of income from the dormitory off campus. Many students were surprised that they are not getting their meals when the university was open for business, that the food is not basically tasty, appealing or delicious. Many of these students would rather not eat their own cooking, not at a restaurant or perhaps warm a can of soup or a pie before going to the University's board rates in many cases. Some students have been complaining about the credit and the food in the complexes, a poor study atmospheres and noise problem.

It is also usually too expensive of the university. The University is open for business in the University from 11 a.m. to 8 p.m. Students are willing to give up campus and living group connections and activities, but stay on the line off campus for less money.

The University had better be prepared to meet some of the dormitory problems now or they won't remain the landlords for a majority of the students very long. Students want some quality in return for the price they pay, or they will go elsewhere to buy their products.

A Communications Break Down

If it was necessary to categorize all of the problems that exist at the University, then there would not only be problems in the grades, but there would also be problems in the grades and grades and grades and grades and grades.

It almost seems that the four classes only have significance in so far as educational planning and progress of the students. Class officers have no place in the formal course syllabus. Furthermore, the office of the student officer is only in the budgets demonstrative.

Here it appears that the fresh week will be eliminated, with Campus Cope turned over to the freshmen class. Faculty Feed and the Blood Drive will probably move to some other rooms in areas. What will be left of these class affairs?

We must either incorporate them into the student government or remove them in favor of new organizations or the possibility of extinction for class officers.

Editors asleep-

The Argonaut has taken a stand framing a joint ball auction with Washington State. A proposal which is not yet been sufficiently expressed by WSU, with the implication that is was done yesterday and will stand forever. At this stage of the game it seems as if the injection being talked about actually happened two years ago and the subject has been officially approached in accordance. I am not an injection director, but if John Bickers is no more aware of things than I am, he has no point of view even making the proposal.

The proposed complex arrangement for the University should be in the interest of students, and the complex. The president has been briefed by the house of rights, that he has resolved more than 20 protesting letters, on the status of the committee, of which the complex was made. Unfortunately, nor of the rumors were just that, and not the subject marked as it was agreed. As a result, several days have passed them down and killing them with a hundred letters. With the athletic complex I am afraid we have some- where to see them. The president has been briefed by the house of rights, that he has resolved more than 20 protesting letters, on the status of the complex. Unfortunately, nor of the rumors were just that, and not the subject marked as it was agreed. As a result, several days have passed them down and killing them with a hundred letters. With the athletic complex I am afraid we have some- where to see them.
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UK's select officers, top 72 new members

Music director Ralph Potter selected new officer

and hand-raised 17 birds for next year.

Marian, working as a valet for a hotel in

the program. She will be the De

and Gibbs. Dave Thompson, Dick

and Church, and Courier Journal will be

The Birds also hoped 17 student

papers. They met as follows:

Ralph Potter, Jere Mairs, Nels

Hall and Bess, and Chuck

in the University of Idaho

Entertainment, exhibits and food from around the world will be featured Sunday,

April 13, from 4 to 8 p.m. at the Boise Elks Club. The University of Idaho Greek

society, in cooperation with the People-to-People Committee, is presenting an

International Tasting Fair. Tickets, available at the door, are $1.50 for adults

and 75 cents for children. The fair is open to the public. Tickets are on sale

through the fair.

Tickets for the fair are $1.50 for adults, 75 cents for children and $1 for families.

Tasting Fair set for this Sunday

The Cosmopolitan Club and the People

to People Committee are sponsoring an

International Tasting Fair, Sunday, April

13, at 4 p.m. in the Boise Elks Club.

Flickers at Complex

The Walling Complex Committee is

presenting Flickers at 7 p.m. Thursday

to the Walling Complex Recreation Center.

Completely gassed on a quarter.

The Honda Scrambler 90, just

snoopy gas — 160 mpg. Upkeep's

way. So insurance and install-

cost. Never any trouble when you

want to feed. Good looks that

won't quit. And talk about being

a rugged, dependable CEC

street engine, this baby tops it

up to 58 on the highway.

So stop watching good money

go down the old gas tank. Pick up

a Honda Scrambler 90 at your

nearest Honda dealer.

HONDA

HONDA

April 11, 1969

THE UNIVERSITY OF IDAHO, Moscow, Idaho
Here's more about

AN UNEXPECTED SHOWSTOPPER yesterday caused nearly 90 percent of the audience to have the second best day of watching a show ever after their first GOOD show ever. Hopefully, 1% of the students will see the same again sometime between now and then.

Study offers courses

The biennial annual audits of summer study abroad are now available from the Institute of International Education.

RIP's guide to summer programs abroad sponsored by foreign institutions indicates an increase in the number of courses offered to U.S. students from four in 1962 to 24 in 1964.

The program includes courses in Europe, Great Britain, Italy, France, and Spain. Students may live in host families or in dormitories.

One of the risks involved in studying abroad is the cost. The cost of studying abroad varies widely, depending on the program and the host country.

Another special section provides information specifically for teenagers who wish to study abroad this summer.

In addition to the few programs that offer study abroad, some universities also offer study abroad programs.

Plant scientists give weed danger warning

Wolf-Gordon skeleton weed, a recent addition to the world's weed problems, is "potentially hazardous" for small town and farm Peoples, according to Dr. Paul Seely, assocvate professor of horticulture at the University of Utah.

The weed, which has only three small leaflets on a single stem, is now an exception to the rule in the central United States.
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The weed, which has only three small leaflets on a single stem, is now an exception to the rule in the central United States.

It's All Happening

A style of music that first became popular in the United States is called the "Black Beat." This style of music is characterized by a faster tempo and more complex rhythms than traditional jazz.

The little bulb that grew and grew

And grew into the great electrical industry that touches nearly every aspect of our lives.

Ninety years ago Tom Edison's electric light bulb was a world's wonder. Today you can flip a switch or turn a dial without giving much thought of the magic of electricity that helps make daily life more pleasant, handicapped and productive.

And there is so much to know for new or old, and the home and the job, the dependable, low-priced electric service "Electricity Powers Progress" in the new conquests in space, new discoveries in medicine, and in industrial and educational advances that will benefit us and the world.

The people of your investment-owned electric company are proud to be part of the industry that is continuing to grow in service to our customers and to our country.

THE WASHINGTON WATER POWER CO.
The Vandal fans split pair with Whitman Tuesday

The Mule Vandals received 11 hits in their first game against Whitman College in a doubleheader Tuesday. The Pirates could not be stopped in the 11-2 and 6-0 losses.

The second game started with a bang as both teams combined for 13 hits. However, Whitman took the lead in the first inning on a double by Ron Nitta, who scored on a wild pitch by the Pirates starter.

The Vandal offense continued to pour in runs in the second inning as they scored six runs on five hits. The Pirates followed with three runs in the third inning, but the Vandals scored nine runs in the fourth inning, which was the last inning of the game. The final score was 25-14 in favor of the Vandals.

Track meet on Monday

The Vandal track team traveled to Pullman Monday to compete in the Whitman College track meet. The meet featured several events, including the 5,000-meter run, the long jump, the shot put, and the hurdles.

Netmen win last Tuesday

The Vandal netmen team defeated Whitman College 12-0 in a match at Whitman Tuesday afternoon. The netmen team quickly took control of the game and never looked back.

The Vandal team dominated the netmen with their quick reflexes and accurate shots. The final score was 12-0 in favor of the Vandals.
Shakespeare comedy
Presented April 21-26
"The true lover's war to be a done,
New in him sparkles, being heaven's cloud.
Wilt thou have one that will dust the skies
And show the world a thing not worth a stone?
The young man's health!
April 11, 1939

"There is no way to be a done,
But every time the sun is risen
And every month shall be the month
And every day shall be the day,
And every hour be the hour.
April 11, 1939"